Clive Hannay - Watercolour – 16 Jan 2017
Clive has produced paintings for ‘Dorset Life’ for the last 25 years and brought
several with him for the members to see.

Wellington Clock Tower, Swanage

Square and Compass, Worth Matravers

Clive never uses Green from a tube but mixes his own using Cobalt Blue, and
Chrome Yellow. He never uses Cereulean Blue. He doesn’t like Ultramarine so
much as he says it is too sharp and prefers Cobalt Blue.
His first painting is a cottage in Hill Bottom.

He uses a limited palette, his favourite colours being Cobalt Blue, Raw Umber,
Burnt Umber, Burnt Sienna, Alizarin Crimson, Yellow Ochre and Cadmium Red.

On the tiles, he uses Light Red and Yellow Ochre spattered onto the paper by
flicking the brush with his finger.
The window panes are Cadmium Red and Cobalt Blue.
He paints from photos most of the time as he says painting from life is too time
consuming.

The next picture is of Woolbridge Manor near Wool.

He says he does not worry about the sky too much as once the details of a
picture are put in, it does not notice anyway.

Again, this is built up gradually using the same limited palette.

The completed picture of Woolbridge Manor.

And the completed picture of Hill Bottom Cottage.

Clive with the completed paintings.

Clive said he used to paint in oils but his Mum couldn’t stand the smell. When
he first started, he made a rod for his own back by painting infinite detail and
now everybody expects it. To look at his pictures in Dorset Life they are
amazingly detailed and I know what he means as I do the same thing.
A thoroughly wonderful evening and proves that he can paint loosely with
great quality.

Jon Wright
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